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With the rapid increase of data volumes in scientific computations, the importance of utilising parallel and dis-
tributed computing paradigms in data processing is becoming more and more important. Hadoop is an open
source implementation of the MapReduce framework supporting processing large datasets in parallel and on
multiple nodes in a reliable and fault-tolerant manner. Scientific workflow systems and science gateways are
high level environments to facilitate the development, orchestration and execution of complex experiments
from a user-friendly graphical user interface. Integrating MapReduce/Hadoop with such workflow systems
and science gateways enables scientists to conduct complex data intensive experiments utilising the power of
the MapReduce paradigm from the convenience provided by science gateway frameworks. This presentation
describes an approach to integrate MapReduce/Hadoop with scientific workflows and science gateways.
As workflow management systems typically allow a node to execute a job on a compute infrastructure, the
task of integration can be translated into the problem of running the MapReduce job in a workflow node. The
input and output files of theMapReduce job have to bemapped into the inputs and outputs of a workflow node.
Besides executing the MapReduce job, the necessary execution environment (the Hadoop cluster) should also
be transparently set up before and destroyed after execution. These operations should also be carried out from
the workflow without further user intervention. Therefore, the concept of infrastructure aware workflow is
utilised where first the necessary execution environment is created dynamically in the cloud, followed by the
execution of workflow tasks, and finally breaking down of the infrastructure releasing resources.
As implementation environment for the above concept, the WS-PGRADE/gUSE science gateway framework
and its workflow solution has been utilized. However, the solution is generic and can also be applied to other
grid or cloud based workflow systems. Two different approaches have been implemented and compared: the
Single Node Method where the above described process is implemented as a single workflow node, and the
Three Node Method where the steps of creating the Hadoop cluster, executing the MapReduce jobs, and de-
stroying the Hadoop execution environment are separated. While the Single Node Method is efficient when
embedding a single MapReduce experiment into a workflow, the Three Job Method allows more flexibility for
workflow developers and results in better performance in case of multiple MapReduce experiments that can
share the same Hadoop cluster. Both approaches support multiple storage solutions for input and output data,
including local files on the science gateway, and also cloud-based storage systems such as Swift object storage
and Amazon S3. These storage types can be freely mixed and matched when defining input and output data
sources/destinations of the workflow.
The current implementation supports OpenStack based clouds with a more generic solution including Open-
Nebula and generic EGI Federated Cloud support on its way.
The presentation will describe the implementation concept and environment, will provide benchmarking ex-
periments regarding the efficiency of the implemented approaches, and demonstrate how the solution can be
utilised by scientific user communities.
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